" For my part I am ready for anything, at a time when asphalt, India rubber, railroads, and steam are changing the ground we walk on, the style of overcoats and distances." So remarks one of Balzac's characters in his Deputy from Arcis as he curtly dismisses the 1830s. It was a time of transition from the splendours and miseries of the Napoleonic era to the calm of the later Victorian period, ruffled only by local revolution and minor wars. Technical invention had infiltrated art as well as ordinary existence. The invention of photography led to the dissemination of copies of great paintings and the revelation of styles. And when the American painter Rand found out how to make a collapsible tin tube whereby paints could be stored indefinitely and ready for immediate use, the mode of painting changed and Romanticism and Impressionism were born. This, too, Was the age of the supreme romanticists in music, Robert Schumann, Johannes Brahms, and above all, Hector Berlioz and Richard Wagner. The Impressionists rejected the anecdotal and planned picture. "The great scandal of their painting was not that their pictures were bright," writes Grosser, " but that they were unpremeditated." Music broke from classical form and, with poetry, dared to give voice to the innermost emotions and flights of mind.
With the Congress of Vienna in 1815 was ushered in, for western Europe, 99 years of freedom from long and devastating wars. Populations expanded as wealth and comfort increased in some communities; in others, condemned to ignorance, poverty, and despair, they were fostered by better medical knowledge, and the breakdown of old customs and restrictions, early marriage, and the like.
Nowhere was this change more apparent than in Germany. In the west, the traveller encountered a framework of rural life where compact villages were grouped around open fields or hamlets and scattered farmsteads stood in marshy valleys. As he journeyed eastwards, the more apparent it became that he was in a region conquered from Slavs. Most of the land was in the hands of the lord of the manor, vulgarly called the junker, who rigidly insisted upon a wide distinction between his family and the peasants. Many of the latter were no better than serfs, amenable to manorial jurisdiction and bound to the soil. In some of the quaint little grand duchies, electorates, and free towns of old Germany he was not too heavily taxed and life was tolerable though liable to sudden upsets according to the whim of the ruler. Many of the towns were, indeed, quiet backwaters of huddled roofs and spires, and even in 1850 the 12 largest towns of Germany accounted for a mere million and a third of people. Paris alone at this time had more than a million citizens.
With the effective exploitation of the Ruhr coalfields, the development of railroads and steamboats, the institution of a Customs Union in 1834, and the standardization of the coinage came a subtle change. The first German railway was opened in Bavaria in 1835 despite the violent opposition of the Bavarian College of Physicians; in 1839 the newly completed line from Leipzig to Dresden carried more than 400,000 passengers in its first year, including ladies who kept needles between their lips to check familiarity in the single tunnel. By the 1850s, 3,000 miles of railroad had been built at an average cost of less than £11,000 per mile as compared with £40,000 in England. This meant more food, and with the introduction of chemical manures, as the result of Liebig's teaching in 1840, most of the sandy or heathcovered north German plain was at last accessible to cultivation.
Almost inevitably with these changes came labour troubles and the storms of revolution. Barker of Bedford described experiments in which he exposed rats, mice, and dogs to the effluvia of sewage gas which "grew sick, restless, and diarrhoeal"; the Lancet sourly comments:
" It is no other than happens to the 2 millions of human beings who in London live in close chambers over sewers and cesspools. . . . The hideous-the truly horrible, state of the river Thames " was at last " exerting a feeling of public indignation which will not be easily repressed." Someone called Kahn opened an exhibition in Coventry Street containing " additions of a most disgusting character . . . and days were set apart for the admission of 'ladies.'"
The abominations of the Strand slaughterhouses were arousing public indignation. " The poisonous fumes from open cesspools pollute the air of the cellars in which the beasts are kept during two or three days, and in which, after being slaughtered, their flesh is suspended. The evil does not end here, for the putrefying offal is thrown into the sewers of this crowded neighbourhood, and become a fresh centre of infection."
Yet, according to the Lancet:
" the winter has been so unusually mild that the health of the people stands more than commonly high, while half the crowned heads of Europe have been on the sick list. The King of Prussia is suffering from a severe cerebral affection, from which no favourable issue can hardly be anticipated. The Grand Duke Ludwig of Baden, who has long been under strict medical surveillance, The drainage is everywhere deficient, and in the greater part of the city the sewers are not even covered but skirt the pavement on each side, sending up a constant odour, which until one gets acclimatized is peculiarly disgusting."
The incidence of typhoid fever and kindred diseases was high and epidemics were frequent. Poverty and crime were common enough, and concentrated in those areas where the railways crept inwards from the four points of the compass. The journey from London to Berlin, via Ostend, a distance of 765 miles, took 403 hours. Hospitals and charitable institutions were numerous, but medical teaching was centralized around the Royal Charite. A sequence of illustrious teachers had, however, made Berlin the focus of the medical scientific world. The newly erected Pathological Institute at the Charite, presided over by Virchow, was a Mecca for pathologists. A heavy drinking, smoking, duelling set of students thronged the lecture rooms and wards. To young Osler they seemed " a hard-working set, much given to long hair and slouched hats, and a remarkable number of them wear glasses. They possess the virtue, quite unknown as far as my experience agrees, among their English or Canadian brethren, of remaining quiet while waiting for a lecture, or in the operating theatre.... Field sports, such as cricket and football, are entirely unknown among the students, but they have a curious habit of forming small societies of 10 or 12, who have a room at some restaurant where they meet to drink beer, smoke, or discuss various topics.... Drunkenness is not common, at least not obtrusively so, but they appear to get a fair number of cases of delirium tremens in the Charit'."
For those who lived in a residential institution such as the training school for army surgeons, where Virchow received his education, life was severely disciplined. The lecture time- *His illustration of the theory of disease, " I know a family-a very exalted one-in which the grandfather had softening of the brain, the son hardening of the brain, and the grandson no brain at all " was well understood in Germany to refer to the three kings of Prussia. Frederick William the Second, Third, and Fourth. Virchow made little secret of his contempt for the national religion.
He was an agnostic and denied the existence of a hell and the devil. of whom he said " only a benighted Mecklenburg parson could be so foolish as to believe in him." (Semon, 1902.) and Shattock. 
